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Build your Confidence & BE SEEN!

1.

Go through your relationships and journal out where there are people who
resist what you do, or don’t support and fully encourage your ideas. If you’ve
got a bunch of Debbie Downers in your immediate circle, it’s REALLY tough
to break out of the cycle of continuing to hold YOURSELF back in your goals
& dreams. Spend MORE time around the people who uplift you, inspire you
and edify you!

2.

Create your own personal mantras or affirmations and repeat them over and
over to yourself in the mirror when you wake up and just before you go to
bed. Make sure you’re looking INTO YOUR EYES. Yes, I know. It’s
uncomfortable af. Guess HOW I know that? Cuz I did it. I put a sticky note on
my bathroom mirror that says “I love you, I’m so grateful that I get to BE you
today, and I gotcha back babe! You can do ANYTHING!” - another invitation
is to record yourself saying your affirmations & mantras, and then play it
back to yourself daily. Hearing positive self-talk coming from our own voice
is POWERFUL!

3.

I know this may seem silly, but one reason why we get so stuck-in-a-rut
(especially with our own confidence) is because we’re STUCK IN A FKN RUT!
Lol literally! We haven’t tried anything new, so we’re basically teaching
ourselves, or rather “learning” that trying new things is too scary and unsafe!
BUT when you do something new and unfamiliar and you DON’T die, it’s a
total confidence booster! Even if perhaps you don't do the new thing well,
you'll still get to say, "I DID THAT!"
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4.

5.

What other people think of you my love, is none of your business.
Period. No exceptions. No excuses. Give NO fks. Seriously. I’m not
saying that you shouldn’t care, but you absolutely cannot allow OTHER
PEOPLE’s opinions of you to DICTATE who you are. Or how worthy you
are for that matter. The first step in taking personal responsibility is
realizing that ONLY YOU have control of ONLY YOU. And that is
inversely true as well. Even if you literally have to repeat this mentally
over and over again, “What others think of me is none of my business.”
And “It’s safe and acceptable for me to just be me.”

This is an awareness practice that you can
implement daily. When you feel resistance, you
know what I’m talkin’ bout, that feeling that makes
your gut tighten up, and your shoulders tense, or
maybe your butthole puckers & you crinkle your
nose up and let out a loud exasperated groan (that be
me...lol) or your whole body might become rock hard
and you feel heavy af physically AND emotionally!
Ugh! Whatever resistance might look like for you,
simply notice it and ask yourself WHO you would be
without that resistance? Ask yourself, what might
you accomplish if just this one time, you didn’t allow
that resistance to STOP you from doing the thang!?
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PS: If you're not already a member, click
HERE to join my free Facebook community,
Feminine Business Magick to connect with
and learn from other amazing witchy
coaches, creatives & conscious
entrepreneurs just like you!

6.

Okay, this might seem like a total “duh” moment, but we forget all too
quickly HOW POWERFUL it is to change our physical state. My personal fave
is dancing, but if you’re not into dancing, you might jump up and down.
Maybe you have a jump rope! You may just go on a walk. Maybe you just
punch the air above you for a minute or two. The point is to get your blood
pumping, get your body moving, your muscles warm! This releases
endorphins and dopamine. Dopamine is a hormone that motivates us to take
ACTION on our dreams & goals! (P.S. #lifehack- Lavender essential oil has
been linked to increasing endorphins.)
So you see, our physiology has a direct impact on our psyche. Line dancing,
swimming, running, even simply twirling around in a circle. Shoot, if Tony
Robbins can have people jumping up and down and pumping their fists in
the air like lunatics, and it works for them, then it must be good shit!
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7.

One of my favorite things to do is to ritualistically release shit that no longer
serves my best & highest good. Write down a list of gripes you have, with
yourself, ways that you’re angry with yourself, or haven’t forgiven yourself, or
are bitter about the ways that you’re showing up (or NOT showing up) in your
life, and then burn that shit. Let it go! Let all the things that DO NOT SERVE
your highest good, be them thoughts, beliefs, past experiences, punishments
you’re still inflicting onto yourself for something that happened years ago or
even decades ago. Release it all. And do it over and over again. Bc let’s get.
honest, some of that crap takes a long time to get rid of completely, if ever....
#amiright?

We need to normalize that women’s physical composition changes over our
lifetime, and we need to stop trying to change our bodies or revert back to
“when we were younger and thinner” bc they’re perfect exactly as they are.
Regardless of what that may be currently. This is critical, and I think we tend
to miss this a lot, especially as women.
Your clothes should fit ONTO you, not the other way around. We don’t need
to fit INTO clothes that don’t feel good. If you’re not looking in the mirror and
saying, “Oww! Tssss,HOT!” I highly recommend trying it! #fuckdietculture
And BTW, even if you don’t actually FEEL that way about yourself, say that
shit to your reflection ANY-fkn-WAY! * (cont'd on next page)
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9.
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10.

This could mean so many different things, but for the purpose of this guide
it means: lady, you have all the answers within. You need to remember to
remind yourself, that you are powerful, capable and intelligent beyond
measure. Do whatever you have to do to connect to the Wise Woman that
lives within you. Meditate. Breathe. Put your hands over your heart and ask!
Go into nature. Levitate. I don’t care. But you have a MASSIVELY dynamic
and mighty sense of inner wisdom. Every woman has this. Tap into that shit!
Your intuition will never steer you wrong. Ever.

there you have it, thank you for being here!

Was this guide helpful for you? Did it resonate? Which one will you
try, or focus on? Tap here to PM me on Facebook and share with me!
I'd love to hear how you're implementing these simple strategies!
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Hi, I'm Heather! I'm a Feminine Feminine Biz Witch for the
Soul Led Female Entrepreneur who’s ready to Boldly step into
Conscious and Sacred Leadership, and who desires to build a
sustainable, profitable business with integrity and passion.
I work with my clients to help them build a business in the
Feminine Paradigm using different tools and modalities to
help business owners heal their relationship to themselves, to
money, and to selling, helping them create and implement
business systems that are scalable.
These results are experienced using intuitive business
strategy at the intersection of feminine creativity and
masculine structures.
I'd love to invite you to schedule a free Possibility Call with
me to see how I can support you in your business upgrade!
Tap the feather to book your free call!
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